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GENERAL/MISCELLANEOUS


  Considered modern birth of LIC.

  6 essays.

  15 essays.


Contrasts US & Iraqi view of power as translated to dealing with insurgency.
Low-Intensity Conflict


8 essays on previous experiences.

Kearsley, R. Harvey. "Small Wars." Handwritten manuscript, 1885? Arch. Author served in British 5th Dragoon Guards, 1885.

Military Intelligence (Jan/Mar 1985). Per.
Entire issue devoted to LIC.

5 articles on insurgency.

_____. (Jan 1988). Per.
Most of issue on operations short of war.

_____. (Feb 1989). Per.
Entire issue devoted to subject.


Low-Intensity Conflict


See also:
-Bibliographies on Unconventional Warfare and Terrorism in Warfare; Special Operations; Raids and Rescues.

HISTORICAL EXAMPLES


Per.
Low-Intensity Conflict


See also:
- Bibliographies on Afghanistan; Algeria and Boer War in Africa; Boxer Rebellion in China; British Commandos and others in Rangers; Grenada; Indian Wars in Indians-American; Indochina; Malayan Guerrilla Warfare in Asia; Mexican Punitive Expedition in Mexico; Philippines; and Allied Intervention in Russia.
SPECIALIZED ASPECTS

   Analyzes & praises this "near-perfect" USAF aircraft.

   By CO, C/2/9th Infantry, 7th Infantry Div.

   Rational Clausewitzian framework will not work in irrational reality, he argues.


